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MASTINERO XENON
PEK1, KP, VSP
Typeye, masculine, excellent substance 
good proportion between skull and muz-
zle, eyes should be darker, balanced an-
gulations, still slightly short in body, with-
ers should be slightly higher, excellent rib 
cage, good hands and feet, free mover, 
slightly narrow behind, excellent temper-
ament.

BUDOAR BANDORA’S BOX
PPEK1, KP, ROP
Feminine and substanceous, beautiful 
head with beautiful dark eyes, excellent 
chest and shoulders for her age, excellent 
rib cage, topline still has to fix, croup still 
a bit high, excellent hind quarter angula-
tions, good coat quality for her age, excel-
lent mover, losing a bit topline, but it is nor-
mal in her age, super temperament.

LUONNONLAPSEN 
HALLANVAARA
PEK1
Feminine, I would like a bit more type, and 
better pigmentation, head still has to de-
velop, could be slightly more angulated in 
front, correct topline, underline still has to 
develop, rib cage a bit flat, free mover with 
attendance for pacing, I would appreciate 
a bit more self-confidence.
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Pentuluokka 5-7 kk, urokset2

Pentuluokka 5-7kk, nartut4

Pentuluokka 7-9kk, nartut5

Junioriluokka, urokset6 - 7

Nuorten luokka, urokset8 - 11

Avoin luokka, urokset12 - 18

Valioluokka, urokset19 - 22

Veteraaniluokka, urokset23

Junioriluokka, nartut25 - 30

Nuorten luokka, nartut32

Avoin luokka, nartut34 - 41

Valioluokka, nartut42 - 46

Veteraaniluokka, nartut48 - 50



SAKEROS VILLE VALLATON
NUO-EH, NUK1
Masculine, his not in his moment of coat, 
well balanced head, bite should be more 
correct, good bone, excellent hands and 
feet, topline could be stronger, could be bit 
more angulated in the rear, rib cage should 
be more powerful and chest still has to de-
velop, excellent mover, tail carriage is a bit 
too high.

KAY DE CAMPO OLIMPO
JUN-EH, JUK2
Masculine, his not in his moment of coat, 
well balanced head, eyes could be darker, 
a bit short in fore arm, topline should be 
stronger, croup is slightly short and could 
be slightly more angulated in behind, when 
moving, a bit narrow behind and should 
have a bit more reach in front, correct tem-
perament.

SNAGGLETOOTH’S BRAVE NEW 
WORLD
NUO-EH, NUK3
Masculine, slightly short in body, correct 
proportion between skull and muzzle, 
could be more angulated in front and be-
hind, good rib cage, croup a bit short and 
falling down, correct temperament, good 
pigmentation. when moving, he needs 
more reach in front and more drive behind.

MASTINERO URMAS 
HAKKARAINEN
JUN-EH, JUK1
It is a pity that this nice dog has a lack of 
self-confidence, he has a very nice body 
construction, excellent format, excel-
lent shoulders, excellent topline and hind 
quarters, head has to develop a bit and 
eye light, in spite of that, he is a very nice 
dog. unfortunately, the standard don’t on-
ly speak about the body but temperament. 
And one of the most appreciated features 
of pm breed is temperament, if you don’t 
take care of that, we will lose the breed.

GRANDE GARGANTA JASPEADO 
PECA
AVO-EH
Masculine, a bit overweight, good sub-
stance, a bit close to the hyper type, lips 
a bit too much hanging, good bone and 
good coat quality, good rib cage, topline 
slightly soft, croup a bit short could be a 
bit more angulated in the rear, when he 
moves, he fell on his hands a bit and he is 
very narrow behind, it is a spectacular dog 
but I would like more functionality.

SAKEROS VAUHDIKAS AKU
NUO-EH, NUK2
Masculine, he is not in his best moment of 
coat, well balanced head, good shoulders, 
topline a bit weak and a croup a bit short 
and falling down, should have more an-
gulations behind, fantastic temperament, 
when moving excellent reach in front but 
would need more drive behind, tail car-
riage could be better.
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HARDWOOD’S ONNENPOIKA
AVO-ERI, AVK1, PU2, SA, SERT
Masculine, excellent format, well balanced 
head, good expression, balanced angula-
tions, excellent rib cage, super withers, I 
would like chest slightly broader and more 
joy of life.

MASTINERO QUATRO 
CHARMING
AVO-ERI, AVK3, SA
Good format, excellent substance, very 
nice expression, balanced angulations, ex-
cellent topline, good rib cage, chest still 
has to develop, excellent mover and good 
temperament.

MASTINERO TOMASZ
AVO-ERI, AVK4
Correct format, still junior looking, eyes 
could be slightly darker, good chest and 
shoulders, correct rib cage, slightly long in 
loin, good croup, hands slightly soft, good 
temperament, free moving, losing a bit on 
elbows.

SONYADORA BOLERO DE 
BONDEROSA
AVO-ERI, AVK2, PU3, SA, VARA-SERT
Masculine, substancious with excellent 
format, in very good coat condition, length 
of the muzzle in the limit, they eyes are a 
bit too together, good topline, good shoul-
ders, fore-arm could be a bit longer, excel-
lent rib cage good croup and hind quart, 
excellent temperament and excellent mov-
er.
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ROPELIKORVAN DURACELL
AVO-EH
Could be a bit more masculine, correct for-
mat, could be a bit more angulated in front 
and behind, too thin, chest still has to de-
velop, rib cage should be a bit more power-
ful, underline still has to develop, free mov-
er but should have more reach front and 
more drive behind, correct temperament.

SNAGGLETOOTH’S BAD 
RELIGION
AVO-ERI
Masculine and substanceous, excellent 
head and coat, excellent bone and chest, 
and coat quality, good balance angula-
tions, excellent rib cage, good topline and 
underline excellent temperament, excel-
lent mover.
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GALEN DE CAMPO OLIMPO
VAL-ERI, VAK2, PU4, SA
Masculine good format excellent head, 
and good coat quality, good bone and 
hands and feet, topline should be a bit 
stronger and croup is slightly high, excel-
lent temperament, free mover, losing a bit 
on elbows, he is not in his best coat con-
dition.

MASTINERO RISTO REIPAS
VAL-ERI, VAK3, SA
Nice dog, with excellent type and good for-
mat, good proportions between skull and 
muzzle and good expression, excellent 
coat quality, balanced angulations, correct 
topline, croup a bit short, excellent under-
line and correct rib cage, excellent mover, 
still with junior temperament.

IIRISMAAN IHANA IIRIS
JUN-ERI, JUK1, SA, JUN ROP, VARA-
SERT, JUN-SERT
Feminine and substanceous, excellent for-
mat, very nice head and expression, bite in 
the limit, balanced angulations, excellent 
bone, good rib cage and excellent mover, 
typical temperament.

HARDWOOD’S OSKAR EHDOKAS 
JUNIOR
VAL-ERI, VAK1, PU1, SA, VSP
Masculine and attractive with excellent 
type and fantastic size, excellent head, 
excellent neck, good withers, super fore 
chest, balanced angulations, excellent 
topline and rib cage, impressive dog full of 
dignity, free mover, a bit narrow behind.
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MASTINERO SEVERI SUHONEN
VAL-ERI, VAK4
Typeye dog, he is not in his best moment 
of coat, well balanced head, chest could be 
a bit broader, hand slightly soft, he is a bit 
skinny, topline could be a bit stronger ex-
cellent temperament, free mover, a bit nar-
row behind.

POMPINO’S CHABO
VET-ERI, VEK1, SA, VET VSP, VET-SERT
Very nice dog in excellent condition for his 
age, excellent format and substance good 
bone good coat quality, balanced angula-
tions, and he is moving a much better than 
I will when I’m 80, good temperament and 
free mover.
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MASTINERO VAPPU PIMIÄ
JUN-ERI, JUK2, SA
Feminine, she is a bit skinny and she is not 
in the best coat condition, good propor-
tions between skull and muzzle, balanced 
angulations, good neck, correct topline, 
good attitude in the ring, free mover, excel-
lent temperament.

RAPTORLAND PROTOCERATOPS
JUN-ERI, JUK3
Feminine, excellent size, she is not in her 
best coat condition, excellent format, 
good neck, balanced angulations, correct 
topline, slightly long in loin, good hands 
and feet, free mover, a bit narrow behind.

RAPTORLAND WENDICERATOPS
JUN-EH, JUK4
Feminine, a bit skinny, is lacking two p2 
and 1 p3 premolares, correct coat quality, 
chest still had to develop, expression could 
be a bit better, gate a bit discordinated cor-
rect topline croup slightly short, she could 
have more confidence in the ring.
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RAPTORLAND XENOCERATOPS
JUN-EH
Feminine, a bit skinny, correct topline, bal-
anced angulations, she has to get a bit 
more of the self-confidence, gate a bit dis-
cordinated, she still has to improve in gen-
eral.

TULLAMANORS ALL STAR KAISA
JUN-EH
Feminine, correct format, pigmentation 
could be a bit better, and she is not in the 
best coat condition, withers should be a 
bit higher and topline a bit stronger, croup 
is slightly high, good temperament and 
gate a bit discordinated.

SAKEROS VALLOITTAVA VALMA
NUO-ERI, NUK1, SA
Beautiful head and expression, good 
shoulders and bone, topline could be 
slightly stronger and croup lite longer, but 
inspite of that she is looking good, she is 
extremely feminine and very sweet tem-
perament, she has a fantastic female 
head, coat could be a bit thicker.
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GRANDE GARGANTA JUGOSA 
ALGODÓN
AVK1, PN2, SA, SERT, MVA
Nice female, typeye feminine and substan-
ceous, excellent format, excellent chest 
and shoulders, excellent rib cage, correct 
topline, excellent croup and hind quarters, 
very nice temperament, free mover, cham-
pion quality female.

HARDWOOD’S ONNEN 
AMULETTI
AVO-EH
Excellent size, slightly long in body, in good 
coat quality, length of the muzzle in the 
limit, could be a bit more angulated in the 
front and rear, good rib cage, topline slight-
ly soft, the body is long but the croup is a 
bit short, hands slightly soft, should have 
more drive behind when moving, and los-
ing shoulders and elbows.

KARHUNTÄHDEN JINMA
AVO-EH, AVK4
Substanceous, feminine, very nice head, 
eyes could be slightly darker, excellent 
chest and shoulders, bite in the limit, good 
rib cage, good temperament, bit long in 
loin, no angulations behind, when moving, 
needs more drive behind, excellent reach 
in front.
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KARHUNTÄHDEN TAKRA
AVO-EH, AVK3
Feminine, correct proportions between 
skull and muzzle, eyes should be darker, 
could be more angulated in front, hands 
very soft, topline should be a bit stronger, 
a bit long in loin, free mover, a bit narrow 
behind.

MASTINERO SAVOTAN SANNI
AVO-ERI, AVK2, SA
Feminine, very nice head and expression, 
she is not in her best coat condition, excel-
lent shoulders, could be a little bit more an-
gulated behind, croup a bit short, excellent 
temperament, free mover.

MASTINERO TESIA
AVO-EH
feminine, head should be a bit bigger in 
general, eyes should be a bit darker, could 
be bit more angulated in front ,good rib 
cage, croup a bit short, when moving, I 
would appreciate a bit more drive behind.
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ZELDA STAJNIA DZIECI WIATRU
AVO-EH
Head should be more typeye, eyes are 
very light, could be a bit more angulated in 
front and behind correct rib cage, topline is 
slightly soft, croup a bit falling down, free 
mover, good temperament.

BOUNIEN AMORE DE SU VIDA
VAL-ERI, VAK4
Feminine and substanceous, very person-
al head, balanced angulations, hands a bit 
soft, good bone, topline slightly soft, excel-
lent rib cage, good croup and hind quar-
ters, free mover and good temperament.

FARMLANDS BALDONNEL
VAL-ERI, VAK1, PN1, SA, ROP
Very nice female, excellent general con-
struction, excellent format, excellent coat 
quality, real champion quality, expressive 
head, excellent fore chest and shoulders, 
excellent rib cage correct topline, good 
hind quarters, excellent mover, good tem-
perament.
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KENDYSKYE ITKISINKÖ 
ONNESTA
VAL-ERI
Feminine, correct proportions between 
skull and muzzle, good shoulders, with 
good chest and rib cage, croup short and 
falling down, could be more angulated be-
hind, correct temperament, eyes could be 
a bit darker, free mover.

LA GRAN PERLA OBSTINADA DE 
BRIBÒNA
VAL-ERI, VAK2, PN3, SA
Feminine and typeye, she is not in the best 
moment of coat but the quality of the coat 
is good, excellent format, could be slight-
ly more angulated in front, good neck, cor-
rect topline and croup, good mover, could 
have a bit more reach in front, good tem-
perament.

SAKEROS UNELMA
VAL-ERI, VAK3
Feminine, typeye and substanceous, in 
very poor coat condition, excellent format, 
well balanced head and expression, excel-
lent shoulder and bone, super topline and 
rib cage, hands a bit soft, powerful mover 
and good temperament.
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LA GRAN PERLA LIGONA
VET-ERI, VEK2, SA
Feminine and typeye, shown in excelent 
conditions for her age, good format, ex-
pression could be better, excellent bone, 
balanced angulations, excellent topline for 
her age, good mover, hands slightly soft, 
good temperament.

SNOW WIZARD’S ZARZUELITA
VET-ERI, VEK1, PN4, SA, VET ROP, 
VET-SERT
Substanceous and feminine excellent coat 
quality, in the legs white is not as clean as 
I would like, excellent expression, good rib 
cage and shoulders, excellent topline, ex-
cellent mover for her age.
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SAKEROS
Kasvattaja

MASTINERO
Kasvattaja

GRANDE GARGANTA JUGOSA ALGODÓN
PARAS AVO NARTTU

MASTINERO SAVOTAN SANNI
PARAS PÄÄ

MASTINERO URMAS HAKKARAINEN
PARAS LIIKE

HARDWOOD’S ONNENPOIKA
PARAS TYYPPI



IIRISMAAN IHANA IIRIS
ROP JUNIOR

BUDOAR BANDORA’S BOX
ROP PENTU

MASTINERO XENON
VSP PENTU

FARMLANDS BALDONNEL
ROP

HARDWOOD’S OSKAR EHDOKAS JUNIOR
VSP

SNOW WIZARD’S ZARZUELITA
ROP VET

POMPINO’S CHABO
VSP-VET


